Abstract. Denote the countable infinite product of lines by 5, let X be a separable metric manifold modeled on s, and let A' be a closed subset of X having Property Z in X, i.e. for each nonnull, homotopically trivial, open subset U of X, it is true that U\K is nonnull and homotopically trivial. We prove that there is a homeomorphism h of X onto Xxs such that h(K) projects onto a single point in each of infinitely many different coordinate directions in s. Using this we prove that there is an embedding of A" as an open subset of s such that K is carried onto a closed subset of s having Property Z in s. We also establish stronger versions of these results.
Introduction.
Let s denote the countable infinite product of open intervals and let /oe denote the Hubert cube, i.e. the countable infinite product of closed intervals. A Fréchet manifold (or F-manifiold) is defined to be a separable metric space having an open cover by sets each homeomorphic to s.
Let a be a set of positive integers and for the remainder of the paper let £ denote ior£, A subset K of T is said to be deficient with respect to a in T provided that for each of the coordinate intervals which is indexed by an element of a, K projects onto a single interior point of the interval. If a is infinite, then we say that K has infinite deficiency in T. More generally let X be a space and let a be as given above. A subset £ of Xx £ is said to be deficient with respect to a in XxT provided that ttt(K) is deficient with respect to a in £, where ttt is the projection of Xx T onto £. We say that K has infinite deficiency in XxT provided that ttt(K) has infinite deficiency in £. We remark that if X is any £-manifold, then in [4] it is proved that X, Xxs, and Xxloe are all homeomorphic.
A closed set £ in a space X is said to have Property Z in X if, for each nonempty, homotopically trivial, open set U in X, it is true that U\K is nonempty and homotopically trivial. In [2] it is proved that a closed subset £ of £ has Property Z in £ if and only if there exists a homeomorphism « of £ onto itself such that h(K) has infinite deficiency in £.
If Y is any £-manifold and £is a closed subset of Xx £ having infinite deficiency in Xx T, then it is easy to show that K has Property Z in XxT. This follows from the apparatus used in the proof of Theorem 9.1 of [2], which says that infinite deficiency in £ implies Property Z in £. The question of Property Z implying infinite deficiency in Xxs was raised at the conference on infinite-dimensional topology held at Cornell University, January [5] [6] [7] 1969 , and it appears as Problem 11 in the report of that meeting, Problems in the topology of infinite-dimensional manifolds. In this paper we solve Problem 11 by proving the following theorem. Theorem 1. Let X be any F-manifold and let {A"¡}¡" x be a collection of closed subsets of XxT, with each Kx having Property Z in Xx T. Then there is a homeomorphism h of XxT onto itself and a collection {a¡}," i, where the afs are pairwisedisjoint, infinite sets of positive integers, such that for all i>0, h(K¡) is deficient with respect to a¡ in XxT.
As an easy consequence of Theorem 1 and the preceding comments we obtain the following characterization of Property Z in F-manifolds.
Corollary.
Let Xbe any F-manifold and let Kbea closed subset ofiX. A necessary and sufficient condition for K to have Property Z in X is that there exists a homeomorphism of X onto XxT carrying K onto a set having infinite deficiency in XxT.
In [8] Theorem 2. Let X be any F-manifold and let {K,}^ , be a collection of closed subsets of X, with each K¡ having Property Z in X. Regard s = Sx x s2, where Sx and s2 are copies ofs, and letf: X -> sxbe any open embedding. Then there exists an embedding h: X-+ s such that h(X) =f(X) x s2 and h(K¡) is a closed subset ofs having infinite deficiency in s, for all i > 0.
We note that if X is any F-manifold not homeomorphic to s, then there is no open embedding h: X^-s such that h(X) is closed in s. Thus the assumption of Property Z in Theorem 2 cannot be omitted.
The author wishes to thank R. D. Anderson for pointing out that Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1 and for helpful comments on an earlier version of this paper. A homeomorphism « of /" onto itself is said to be a ß*-homeomorphism provided that h(s) = s. The pseudo-boundary of/00 is B(I">) = I°°\s and the pseudo-interior of /°° is s.
If {/}(" i is a sequence of homeomorphisms of a space Y onto itself for which the sequence {/ °f-x° ■ ■ ■ °fy}¡°=i converges pointwise to a homeomorphism/of X onto itself, then we call/the infinite left product of {/}¡™ y and write /=£ FL^i/iWe list below three convergence procedures that we will need to insure the existence of an infinite left product of homeomorphisms. The first of these is Lemma 2.1 of [2] and the second is Theorem 2 of [5] . The third is an easy consequence of the apparatus used in [5] to establish the second. 3. Two technical lemmas. We will need a result on extensions of homeomorphisms in 7", where the given homeomorphism and its extension are required to lie in the same neighborhood of the identity. Lemma 1. Let Klt K2 be compact subsets of I™ having Property Z in 7" and let e > 0 be given. Ifh: A\ -> K2 is an onto homeomorphism such that h(Kx n s) = K2 n s andd(h, id) < e, then h can be extended to aß*-homeomorphism H such that d(H, id) < e.
A homeomorphism extension theorem for 7°° was first established by Anderson in [2], and modified with an "«-condition" in [6] by Barit and in [7] by Bessaga and Pelczyñski. If the "e-condition" is omitted from the statement of our Lemma 1, then we obtain a statement which is equivalent to a homeomorphism extension theorem of Torunczyk, which is given as Theorem 6 of [9] . If the extension theorem of Barit or that of Bessaga and Pelczyñski (loc. cit.) is used, then our Lemma 1 follows routinely from the proof of Torunczyk's extension theorem.
Lemma 2. Let {FJi" i be a collection of relatively closed subsets of s, with each F( having Property Z in s, let W be a finite union of endslices of I°°, and let {aj," i be a collection of pairwise-disjoint, infinite sets of positive integers. Then there is a ß*-homeomorphism h and an infinite, increasing sequence {n,}¡°= » of positive integers such that h is the identity on WandhiyjfL ». Ff) = (J," i Ku where each Kt is a relatively closed subset ofs having deficiency with respect to an..
Proof. We will construct h as an infinite left product of homeomorphisms {hn}n = i-Convergence will be assured by Convergence Procedure A by noting that whenever hx,...,hn have been constructed, hn + 1 can be constructed arbitrarily close to the identity. We will only explicitly construct nx and n2, as the construction of n2 will essentially constitute the inductive step.
Let j31={/1, i2,...} be an infinite, increasing sequence of positive integers such that N\ßx is infinite. We will construct a /3*-homeomorphism h± such that hx(Fx) = U"=i dn, where each An is a relatively closed subset of j having deficiency with respect to ain, and n»J IF=id. Using Lemma 1 we can clearly get a /^-homeomorphism/j such that/3°/2 °/i| W =id.
Now we note that/3 °f2 °/1(£1\H/) = U"=i Cn, a countable union of compact subsets of j. Let {yn}n=x be a collection of pairwise-disjoint, infinite sets of positive integers such that for each «, yncN\{Jñ=1 a,n. For each « write yn = y'n u y'n such that y'"C\y'n= 0 and both are infinite, and where from Theorem 3.5 of [1] we can get a (8*-homeomorphism /4 such that/4|rF=id and fi(Cn) has deficiency with respect to ain u y'n.
Using Theorem 5.3 of [1] there is a homeomorphism /5 of /" onto itself such that fidA °f*°f2 °A((Fy n £(/°°))\W0 u £(/")] = Bil"), fi is the identity on W, and tí°/5 = t¡, for all í£U™=iyíf Then we put hx = /s °/í °/3 °f2 °fi, which is obviously a |8*-homeomorphism satisfying «j| W/=id. It is also clear that «i(£i) = U"=i ¿n, where An=fs°fi(Cn) n s is a relatively closed subset of s which is deficient with respect to ain, for all n.
We must be able to construct «2 arbitrarily close to the identity. Thus let e>0 be given and let/be a positive integer such that (2r=i22_i)1/2 <£/6. Fetß2={jx,j2,...} be an infinite, increasing sequence of positive integers such that ß2'=N\ßx, N\ (ßy\Jß2) is infinite, and ie{j^=1ajn implies that i = l. We will construct a Let gi°g3°g2° gi(hi(F2)\(h1(Fy) u /l)) = U™=i Dn, a countable union of compact subsets of s. Let {8n}™=1 be a collection of pairwise-disjoint, infinite sets of positive integers such that 8ncAr\U"=i (ai" u <*>") ar>d w e 8" implies that m^l, for all «>0. Then write each 8n = 8'n u SJ¡ such that 8'nn 8"n= 0 and both are infinite, and where from Theorem 3.5 of [1] there is a ß*-homeomorphism g5 such that gs(Dn) has deficiency with respect to ajn u 8'n and d(g5, id) < e/6. If we examine the apparatus used in [1] to obtain g5 we find that we may additionally require that g5|(«i(£i) u A)=id. Applying Lemma 2 to {K^fLx we obtain a ^-homeomorphism fi2, a collection {ß,)f=x of pairwise-disjoint, infinite sets of positive integers such that each ß} is constructed by choosing exactly one element from each ax, and a collection {D,)f=x of relatively closed subsets of í such that each D, is deficient with respect to ßj,f2\ IF=id, and/2(Ur=i *i)-U"-i Dr
We will now construct a jS*-homeomorphism g such that g|IF=id and g(D¡) n C,= 0, for all i and/ For each / and y let gu he a ^-homeomorphism which satisfies the following conditions Note that for each A:>0, Uk is a Hubert cube, where Uk is the closure of Uk in /", and Uk may be regarded as the relative pseudo-interior of Uk. It is obvious that the topological boundary of Uk in s is contained in a finite union of endslices of the relative pseudo-boundary of Uk. We can then apply Lemma 3 to obtain a homeomorphism gy off(X) onto itself such that gx\fi(X)\Ux = id and 8i(Q/(Ki)) n (Of(Fi)) n Ux = 0. Proof. Using Theorem 9.3 of [1] there is a homeomorphism / of s = ni°°=i 1°o nto saxIB, where a is the set of even positive integers and ß is the set of odd positive integers. Let/be the homeomorphism of A'x s onto Xxs"xlß defined by fix, y) = (x, f(y)), where (x, y)e Xxs. 
